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Abstract

Geographers have long debated for whom and for what ends academics should research and 
publish, how geographical knowledge is produced, and the use and value of such knowledges. 
This paper contributes to these debates through a discussion of an on-going project concerning 
the financial crisis in Ireland and its legacy of ‘ghost estates’. The analysis is framed with respect 
to Michael Burawoy’s taxonomy of forms of scholarly knowledge production and details the use 
of 10 forms of writing praxis, aimed at engaging a variety of audiences. The paper demonstrates 
that the classes in Burawoy's taxonomy are far from mutually exclusive, and illustrates how 
geographical scholarship can make an impact in a variety of registers.
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Introduction

As an academic concerned with not only researching the world, but actively engaging in the trans-

formation of society in just and fair ways, for the past 15 years I have been examining and employ-

ing critical academic praxis of various kinds, including action and advocacy research, participatory 

approaches, policy work, and knowledge transfer of various kinds.1 The praxis – the specific tech-

niques of engagement – involved in these projects is diverse and extend beyond traditional forms 

of research, journal publication and university teaching, to include the delivery of training pro-

grammes to practitioners, policy makers and politicians; engaging in public debate via the media 

and non-academic fora; performing advocacy roles for communities; sitting on state boards and 

working with and advising stakeholder groups; drafting and commenting on public policy; build-

ing public research infrastructures (the All-Island Research Observatory; Irish Qualitative Data 

Archive); and producing creative works.

In this short paper, I discuss how these different forms of praxis have coalesced in conjunction 

with and through a set of 10 forms of writing with respect to one specific project. In so doing, the 
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paper aims to contribute to debates within Geography regarding public geographies,2 and questions 

concerning for whom and for what ends academics research and write, how geographical knowl-

edge is produced, and the use and value of such knowledges.3 Disciplinary praxis, Michael 

Burawoy argues,4 is defined principally through the form of knowledge produced (instrumental or 

reflexive) and its intended audience (academic or extra-academic) (see Table 1 as adapted for 

Geography). What I want to illustrate in this paper is that classes in Burawoy's taxonomy are far 

from mutually exclusive, and how the 10 forms of writing praxis I discuss sought to produce 

knowledge and effects within three of his classes (critical geography; applied (policy) geography; 

participatory and public geographies).

The project I focus on concerns the phenomena of so-called 'ghost estates' in Ireland. These are 

unfinished housing developments or new estates with high levels of vacancy that populate the Irish 

landscape in the wake of the global financial crisis (GFC). Ireland was particularly badly hit by the 

GFC as it triggered the collapse of a massive property bubble, leading to a systemic banking fail-

ure, and ultimately a financial bailout from the troika of the IMF/ECB/EU to avoid a sovereign 

debt default. As of October 2011, there were 2876 such estates in the country consisting of 122,048 

housing units (36,510 of which are vacant or under-construction).5 2066 of these estates have either 

unfinished units or incomplete roads, paths, lighting or sewage works, and of these 1822 are inac-

tive (no development work is taking place). These estates are part of a wider issue of oversupply 

and, in total, 289,541 units were classed as vacant in Ireland in 2011 from a total housing stock of 

1,994,845.6 Indeed, there are large swathes of the country where housing vacancy is in excess of 

25 per cent. Not unsurprisingly, the economic and property crisis has dominated political, media 

and popular discourse in Ireland, as well as attracting the attention of the international media inter-

ested in the country itself and the wider European financial and political crisis.

Over the past couple of years I have endeavoured to engage with and participate in this wider 

discourse, as well as academic debates, through 10 forms of writing praxis: fiction, blog posts, 

newspaper op eds, email correspondence, policy papers, policy consultation, a television docu-

mentary script, powerpoint slides, academic papers, and grant applications. These writing praxes 

have built on and fed off each other to create an assemblage of written works that have performed 

both individually and collectively to seek policy change that would aid those residents living on 

Table 1. Forms of geographical knowledge production and praxis.

Academic audience Extra-academic audience

Instrumental knowledge Professional Geography Applied (Policy) Geography

  Knowledge Theoretical/empirical Concrete
Scientific norms Effectiveness
Peers Clients/patrons
Self-referentiality Servility

*Politics Professional self-interest Policy intervention
Reflexive knowledge Critical Geography Participatory and Public 

Geography

Foundational Communicative
Moral vision Relevance
Critical intellectuals Designated publics
Dogmatism Faddishness

*Politics Internal debate Public dialogues
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such estates and to provide a counter-discourse to that being propagated by the property and devel-

opment sector with respect to the state of the property market. Nearly all of the work on the project 

was unfunded or was funded indirectly.

Perhaps somewhat unusually, one of the initial impetuses for the academic research was a 

piece of fiction. For a number of years I have been writing short stories and novels, mostly in the 

crime genre.7 My first two novels8 are police procedurals set in Ireland. For the third novel in the 

series I decided to concentrate on property development and planning corruption, focusing on the 

murder of an estate agent in the aftermath of the Irish property crash. I began writing the novel in 

December 2008 and had a first full draft in August 2009. It has since been through various drafts 

and edits and been read by agents and publishers, though it has not yet been published. In under-

taking research for the book I started to investigate housing and planning in Ireland and soon 

realized that there was a major issue brewing that needed more academic attention. This led on to 

an academic piece of work starting in November 2009 with two colleagues, Peter Foley and Justin 

Gleeson. It was known at the time that Ireland had some serious issues with respect to its housing 

market, what was not known was the extent of the problem with respect to the number and status 

of so-called ghost estates or the level of housing oversupply (housing statistics in Ireland are poor; 

for example, there is no official property database). Using various sources of data, we calculated 

estimates relating to both estates and oversupply that we then published through a second form of 

writing praxis – blog posts.

In November 2009 several academic geographers from across the Irish university system estab-

lished a public geographies blog, IrelandAfterNAMA.9 The idea was to provide timely and informed 

commentary, data analysis and interpretation, and observations regarding breaking news and on-

going issues with respect to the unfolding crisis in Ireland and how it was playing out geographi-

cally. In January 2010 we posted the first of our posts about ghost estates and housing oversupply. 

The second of these posts was picked up by the national broadcaster and appeared as the third item 

on that evening's news. We are still writing regular blog posts regarding housing and planning in 

Ireland. As of May 2012, it had received over 317,000 unique visits, with 278 subscribers, includ-

ing a number of local and national journalists.

Our blogging led into the third and fourth kind of writing praxis: composing op ed pieces for 

newspapers and corresponding with journalists and interested parties (including the public, spe-

cialist interest groups, and government departments and agencies), along with other communica-

tive praxes such as telephone conversations and radio/TV interviews. Our blog posts created a 

fierce public debate about the property crash in Ireland, its causes, its extent, its effects and what 

to do about it. Our data and analysis was publicly challenged by a number of interest groups, and 

we even received a number of abusive phone calls. On the one hand then, we were writing to 

inform the public about the situation and on the other to defend our research. As the story of ghost 

estates broke internationally, in tandem with Ireland becoming the focus of intense international 

political and financial scrutiny, we were approached by a number of overseas journalists for infor-

mation. To date our research has been cited in the local, national and international media over 350 

times and appeared uncited countless other times. The public debate led to the Department of 

Environment, Heritage and Local Government (as it was at the time) to conduct a national housing 

development survey and to produce a manual for dealing with unfinished estates.

This in turn led to other forms of writing praxis. Over the past two years we have produced a 

number of powerpoint presentations, blending graphs, tables and maps with bullet-pointed text and 

presented the material a number of times to different academic, professional body and public fora. 

We also drafted a fairly lengthy report, A Haunted Landscape, published in July 2010.10 This report 

was co-written with Justin Gleeson, Karen Keaveney and Cian O'Callaghan, and sought to 
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contextualize and explain the property crash within a neoliberal framing for an informed lay audi-

ence. We have also written policy submissions to government departments on draft policy concern-

ing unfinished estates (along with Brendan Gleeson).

Interestingly, there was a media bidding war for an exclusive to cover the launch of the Haunted 
Landscape report. We chose to go with Prime Time, Ireland's leading investigative reporting televi-

sion programme. One of our conditions was that we would write and present a short documentary 

(12 minutes) and that we had editorial control over the message. This necessitated writing a script 

for the narration. This script proved to be very fluid, changing as we interviewed people and as the 

programme was edited. The programme was broadcast on RTE1 on 29 July 2010, followed by a 

panel debate including the planning minister, and led to a fresh wave of media work. To date we 

have undertaken 12 television interviews and over 50 radio interviews.

In turn, the project led on to two more academic forms of writing: academic papers for interna-

tionally refereed journals and grant applications. Papers arising from the project have been submit-

ted to Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers (mapping estates), Environment and 
Planning A (Irish neoliberalism), and the International Journal of Urban and Regional Research 

(unfinished estates).11 These papers are very much aimed at an academic audience and seek to draw 

out the conceptual implications of the empirical work. In turn, Cian O'Callaghan refined and 

extended some of the material in a successful grant application to the national research council 

(Irish Research Council for Humanities and Social Sciences) and he has also written the text to 

accompany professional artist exhibitions.

The ‘ghost estates’ project then evolved over time to employ a diverse set of writing and other 

praxes to contribute to three of Burawoy's forms of disciplinary knowledge production and praxis 

– progressing along a trajectory of personal interest to public geographies to applied policy geog-

raphies to critical geographies. The forms of writing praxis (fiction, op eds, email, presentations, 

policy documents, television script, academic papers) were central to this progression as the style 

(in terms of language, phrasing, structuring and length) of writing employed had to be tailored to 

different media (book, internet, policy reports, television, journals) and audiences (general public, 

journalists, policy makers and implementers, special interest groups, academics) and to communi-

cate different but related knowledges and messages. These different forms of writing fed off and 

into each other, working in concert, creating an evolving discursive message in conjunction with 

other forms of communication – graphs, tables, maps, radio/TV interviews, presentations, tele-

phone conversations. Beyond writing in new ways and for extended audiences (both in terms of 

types of audience and their location [local, national, international]), the project threw up other 

challenges, such as providing just-in-time analysis (we would often undertake and publish analysis 

of new data or policy on the day it was released), reacting to on-going debate, and replying to com-

ments on the blog in a timely fashion. Some forms of writing praxis then had to be done quickly 

and to tight deadlines, something that seems to run counter to scholarly reflection and rigour, but 

vital if one is to engage in these kinds of public geographies. Somewhat ironically, the only form 

of writing discussed here that is not presently in the public domain is the original piece of fiction 

that provided a platform for my initial interest. If the novel is published then this will work to com-

municate some of the issues relating to the property bubble and crash to the general public through 

a new medium.12

Whether fiction, news stories, blog posts, reports, television or radio scripts, public presenta-

tions, what the ‘ghost estates’ project has highlighted is that there are a number of writing praxes 

that can be productively employed that extend beyond conventional academic papers and books. 

Collectively, these praxes can to be used to create new public geographies that seek and enact pro-

gressive change. As a discipline we need to explore and utilize these writing praxes so that they 

become a regular part of our wider disciplinary praxis.
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